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Background

Aggregates define
domain boundary for
business logic.
Aggregate architecture
selection to suit usage..

➢ Flexible
software
architecture
allows for optimization to suit
usage requirement and resource
utilization
➢ CQRS is a architectural pattern
provides a separation between
data
creation
requests
and
visualization of the existing data
requests

Events store
accumulates events
which helps build the
state of an object.
Analyze possibility to
combine or ignore
events based on usage..

➢ This allows optimization based on
usage pattern of both sides
➢ Helps to match usage patterns
with
architecture choices
by
studying trade-offs

Projectors

Query/
Data Store

Projectors build
state by replaying
events. When to
build a snap shot..

➢ Discovering trade-offs between
changes to architecture to suit
usage vs resource saving

CQRS Framework

Usage Pattern
Analysis
Identify metrics
translatable between
software architectures,
such as 3-tier to CQRS,
i.e. high-level business
metrics, e.g. sales invoice
per customer, invoice
line per invoice etc. in an
organization

Select clustering
algorithm and initial
parameters based on
internal cluster
validation, such as
Silhouette Width etc.
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Eliminate outliers from
clusters

Validate clusters by
building classification
model and test new data
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➢ Building state
of entire
aggregate vs
communication
overhead
➢ New aggregate
instance
creation vs
updating
existing
aggregate
➢ Attribute
overhead while
building state
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